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                    Abstract
The paper takes a detailed look at a surprising new aspect of the dynamics of rigid bodies. Far from the usual consideration of rigid body theory as a merely technical chapter of classical physics, I demonstrate here that there are solutions to the conservation equations of mechanics that imply the spontaneous, unpredictable splitting of a rigid body in free rotation, something that has direct implications for the problem of causality. The paper also shows that the instability revealed in indeterminist splitting processes does not depend solely on the bodies’ inertial properties but also on the number of dimensions of the physical space they inhabit. The paper concludes with a conjecture on the behavior of rigid bodies in four-dimensional space.
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                    Notes
	If, besides its inertial mass, we ascribe gravitational mass and electrical charge to a point particle, then it is clear its internal energy can take a non null finite value (Arnowitt et al. 1960). Nevertheless, in this paper I consider neither gravitational “charges” nor electrical charges. My interest here is limited to the purely inertial properties of matter.


	With the anti-clockwise rotation of V, the velocities of \(\hbox {V}_{1}\) and \(\hbox {V}_{2}\) stop being directed along the Y axis immediately after t\(_{0}\). However, the magnitudes \(\hbox {v}_{1}\) and \(\hbox {v}_{2}\) remain constant and equal, which means that \((\hbox {m}_{1}\hbox {v}_{1} - \hbox {m}_{2}\hbox {v}_{2})\mathbf{j} = \mathbf{0}\) is still true.


	We do not therefore take into account the root \(\upomega \hbox {t} = 0\).


	Considering forces as causal agents in classical mechanics is compatible with a more sophisticated conception of causality, in the frame of a physicalist program closely linked to the most modern physical theories that have demonstrated their competence in accounting for reality. In this sense it is paradigmatic (Heathcote 1989).


	He mentions specifically the decay of radium-226 and the exchange of charge (2000, p. 93).


	The dynamic possibility of the degenerate case does not follow from what I have said up to now; in particular it does not follow from the possibility of process (IV). This is clear because the possibility of (IV) ultimately depends on the possibility of (I) and in (I) it was essential that rod V had the linear momentum, angular momentum and energy that were then “transferred” to V\(_{1}\) and V\(_{2}\). Contrariwise, in the degenerate case the rod V exists only in an instant of time, which means that none of these three magnitudes are defined for it, given that neither are linear velocity nor angular velocity.


	The argument is simple. Let for example \(\mathbf{v}_{1}\)(t) be the velocity vector of \(\hbox {V}_{1}\) as a function of time (defined solely in the instants in which \(\hbox {V}_{1}\) exists), let \(\hbox {H} = [\upalpha , \upbeta ] (\upbeta > \upalpha )\) and, finally, \(\hbox {lim}_{\Delta \rightarrow 0} (\mathbf{v}_{1}(\upbeta +\Delta ) - \mathbf{v}_{1}(\upalpha -\Delta )) = \mathbf{D}(\upalpha , \upbeta )\). The smoothness of the processes with \(\upbeta > \upalpha \) implies in particular that \(\hbox {lim}_{\upbeta \rightarrow \upalpha } \mathbf{D}(\upalpha , \upbeta ) = \mathbf{0}\).


	The gravitational field of a unidimensional rigid rod is singular at all the points in space it occupies, and a consequence of this is that the gravitational attraction between two parallel rods tends to infinity when their distance tends to zero. These difficulties have no solution even if we suppose the unidimensional rods exist in a bidimensional rather than tridimensional space. The reason is that, in two spatial dimensions, the gravitational field of a point mass decreases with the inverse of the distance (Zwiebach 2004).


	I shall consider the homogeneous two-dimensional disc V* of radius L/2 (with center of mass in c*) to be revolving around an axis E* that runs through one of its diameters (and, therefore, through c*). From a point on E* exterior to V*, the latter would be seen as a non-homogeneous unidimensional rod W* of length L, although with center of mass c* situated at its geometrical center. Clearly, the center of mass of the left half of W* is at a distance of \(2\hbox {L}/3\uppi \) from c* and the same may be said of the center of mass of the right half. As the distance between the centers of mass of these two halves is \(4\hbox {L}/3\uppi > \hbox {L}/3\), it is clear that “rod” W* may be seen as a formal superposition of “rods” \(\hbox {W}_{1}^*\) and \(\hbox {W}_{2}^*\) (which do not coincide exactly with its left and right halves), both of length L, and whose centers of mass are situated symmetrically with respect to c* and separated exactly by the distance L/3. Once again, the same argument as in Sects. 4 and 5 of this paper then also proves that W* can split into a pair of (now) physical “rods” \(\hbox {W}_{1}^*\) and \(\hbox {W}_{2}^*\) (which are really, as we know, non-homogeneous two-dimensional discs, of radius L/2, which move away from each other without one colliding with the other).


	A standard form of this principle is given by French and Krause (2006) (“no two entities can occupy the same spatial location at the same time”, p. 8).


	A paradigmatic example of this. The length of a circumference is \(\hbox {L} = 2\uppi \hbox {r}\) and the surface area of a sphere is \(\hbox {A} = 2^{2}\uppi \hbox {r}^{2}\). However the surface volume of a hypersphere is not \(\hbox {V} = 2^{3}\uppi \hbox {r}^{3}\) but \(\hbox {V} = 2\uppi ^{2}\hbox {r}^{3}\).
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